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Leadership

• We need skilled leaders with sound value systems. 

• This means having the right people occupying the right positions at 
the right time with the right competencies and personal attributes

• These skills go beyond technical abilities and include interpersonal 
skills, strategic thinking, communications, leadership, passion and 
charisma

• The crises we face in our sector can be traced to poor leadership at 
both the political and managerial level



How did the Cape water crisis start
• There are many different views on this – mostly uninformed

• No meetings of the Western Cape Water Supply Strategy Steering 
Committee from 14 April 2016 until March this year



Rainfall – from a recent PWC report 



Modelling and forecasting



Supply chain management in times of crisis
• Chapter 13 of the NDP: Building a capable and developmental state

• The section that deals with procurement:

Differentiate between different forms of procurement – procuring 
goods and services is not the same as procuring infrastructure

Ensure effective and transparent oversight

• The current supply chain regulations do not prevent corruption but 
sanitise it

• What is needed is a process such as that which existed in the MIIU



Restrictive supply chain regulations
• The Supply Chain Regulations make provision in section 36 to 

waive certain provisions of the regulations in cases of urgency, 
impracticality, etc

• Effectively the use of this section of the regulations is viewed 
by the Auditor General with a high degree of suspicion, which 
often results in qualified audits or matters of emphasis

• The regulations were clearly intended to prevent corruption 
but in effect the have merely sanitised corruption which 
appears to have reached unprecedented heights

• A way needs to be found to be able to make use of this section 
of the regulations in cases such as the Cape Town Water crisis, 
through an independent transparent process



Authorisations and approvals

• The groundwater saga

• Desalination and reuse

• Water use licenses and general authorisations

• There is a need for different processes in times of crisis



Communication and stakeholder management

• Day Zero !!!





Systemic issues
• The water supply issues facing Cape Town are not unique in 

South Africa, but as a major economy the drought is receiving 
international coverage

• A loss of institutional memory in organisations responsible for 
water supply, inexperienced management, a lack of 
experienced engineering professionals in key positions in all 
spheres of government, ineffective planning and leadership 
from the national department of Water and Sanitation, poor 
support initiatives directed at local government, limited use of 
private sector resources and expertise, restrictive supply chain 
regulations and political interference as opposed to political 
oversight, have all contributed to an unfolding crisis in our 
sector

• Resources and capacity exist in the private sector, but use of 
this support is severely limited by the rigid requirements of 
section 78 of the MSA



Developing  a pool of well trained water sector 
leaders
• Numerous proposals have been made in the past to address this 

need

• Many managers in the water sector have been thrust into positions 
with limited experience or exposure to management training

• The pressures under which these managers operate leaves little time 
for training and so any initiative would have to be spread over two 
years and combine distance learning with one week blocks of face to 
face interaction with experienced water sector managers

• The intention should be to create a cadre of skilled water sector 
leaders who could operate across the municipal water services sector

• This initiative would be in addition to the work of SAICE’s PDAP



Communication
• The importance of honest, accurate and timely information in 

building confidence – even if it is bad news

• Dealing with fake news promptly

• Discourse thinking

• The role of delegation in effective communication

• Tailoring the message for different audiences



Concluding remarks
• DWS is in a crisis of its own that will only worsen as the few highly 

skliied professionals left, reach the end of their careers

• The City of Cape Town has an excellent and passionate team dealing 
with the water crisis – this is generally not appreciated or recognised

• Co-operation between the different spheres of government has not 
been good at times and remains an issue. Finger pointing when no-
one is blameless has no benefits

• Revision of the Supply Chain Regulations and the introduction of 
processes to deal with emergencies is urgently needed

• Revisions to section 78 of the Municipal Systems Act are required


